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I. INTRODUCTION / SUMMARY 

 

Q.  Please state your name and business address.  1 

A. My name is Michael L. Brosch.  My business address is PO Box 481934, Kansas 2 

City, Missouri 64148-1934. 3 

 4 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 5 

A. I am a principal in the firm Utilitech, Inc., a consulting firm engaged primarily in 6 

utility rate and regulation work.  The firm's business and my responsibilities are 7 

related to the conduct of regulatory projects for utility regulation clients.  These 8 

services include rate case reviews, cost of service analyses, jurisdictional and class 9 

cost allocations, financial studies, rate design analyses, utility reorganization 10 

analyses, the design and administration of alternative regulation mechanisms and 11 

focused investigations related to utility operations and ratemaking issues. 12 

Q. On whose behalf are you appearing in this proceeding? 13 

A. I am appearing on behalf of the People of the State of Illinois represented by the 14 

Attorney General, (“Attorney General” or “AG”).      15 

Q.     Will you summarize your educational background and professional experience 16 

in the field of utility regulation? 17 

A. Yes.  AG Exhibit No. 1.1 is a summary of my education and professional 18 

qualifications.  I have testified before utility regulatory agencies in Arizona, 19 

Arkansas, California, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, 20 

Missouri, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, Washington, and Wisconsin 21 
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in regulatory proceedings involving electric, gas, telephone, water, sewer, transit, 22 

and steam utilities.   A listing of my previous testimonies in utility regulatory 23 

proceedings is set forth in AG Exhibit No. 1.2.  As noted in this listing, I have 24 

testified in several major Illinois proceedings before the Illinois Commerce 25 

Commission (“the Commission” or “the ICC”), including multiple cases involving 26 

Peoples Gas Light & Coke Company, North Shore Gas Company, Commonwealth 27 

Edison Company and the Ameren Illinois Utilities, including the initial and second 28 

round of formula rate case proceedings for ComEd and Ameren Illinois, Docket 29 

Nos. 11-0721, 12-0321, 12-0001 and 12-0293. 30 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this docket? 31 

A. My testimony is responsive to the formula rate and revenue requirement 32 

calculations of Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd” or “Company”) that 33 

are sponsored by various Company witnesses and are summarized in ComEd 34 

Exhibit 3.18.
1
  My testimony addresses certain of the ratemaking concepts and 35 

procedures that are being recommended by ComEd as well as specific rate case 36 

adjustments that should be applied to the Company’s filing.
 

37 

Q. Please summarize the recommendations that are set forth in your testimony. 38 

A. My testimony addresses ComEd’s recommendation regarding the updating and 39 

proposed modification of jurisdictional allocation methods.  I propose no change to 40 

the jurisdictional allocation methods approved by the Commission in Docket No. 41 

11-0721.  However, if the Company’s jurisdictional allocation methods for General 42 

and Intangible Plant cost allocation s are changed, as proposed by ComEd, I 43 

                                                 
1
  ComEd Exhibit 3.18 was filed on May 31, 2013 as part of the Company’s Amended Verified 

Petition, along with revised testimony and exhibits intended to reflect revisions to Rate DSPP and formula 

rate templates, in compliance with PA 98-0015. 
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propose an additional allocation methodology revision to cease allocating any Late 44 

Payment Revenues to the Company’s Transmission Service revenue requirement, 45 

when any jurisdictional accounting changes are implemented.  Another Late 46 

Payment Revenue adjustment is needed to reverse ComEd’s improper attribution of 47 

some of these revenues to its Purchase of Receivables Combined Billing 48 

(“PORCB”) program. 49 

   I also address two issues impacting the determination of ComEd’s 50 

reconciliation revenue requirement.  First, I explain that the interest rate being used 51 

in ComEd’s filing has been inappropriately factored up to account for incremental 52 

income tax expenses, thereby expanding the interest rate beyond what is required in 53 

the revisions to the Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act (“EIMA”) within 54 

Public Act (“PA”) 98-0015.  Then, I explain why the interest rate specified in 55 

EIMA must necessarily be applied to ComEd reconciliation balance net of related 56 

accumulated deferred income taxes (“ADIT”) associated with such balances.  The 57 

combined effect of these two mechanical changes has a significant impact upon the 58 

charges to ratepayers required for ComEd to properly recover its formula rate 59 

reconciliation revenue amount.  60 

   I then propose two adjustments to test year expenses in my testimony.  61 

The first adjustment eliminates certain 2012 operating and income tax expenses 62 

incurred by ComEd in connection with the Exelon Employee Stock Ownership Plan 63 

(“ESPP”).  .  I also recommend removal of the other half of certain  incentive 64 

compensation costs that ComEd has partially included in its asserted revenue 65 

requirement, but that are not reasonable and necessary for the provision of electric 66 

delivery service ..   67 
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Q. What information have you relied upon in formulating your 68 

recommendations? 69 

A. I relied upon ComEd’s initial and revised pre-filed testimony and exhibits in this 70 

Docket, as well as the Company’s responses to data requests submitted by the 71 

Commission Staff and the AG.  I have also referenced a copy of the Senate Bill 9 72 

modifications to 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5 of the Public Utilities Act, which was 73 

provided to me by AG counsel.  I also rely upon my prior experience with the 74 

regulation of public utilities over the past 35 years, including significant experience 75 

in Illinois and with alternative forms of regulation for telephone and energy utilities.  76 

Q. Have you prepared any accounting schedules to summarize the adjustments 77 

being proposed in your testimony and by Mr. Effron? 78 

A. Yes.  AG Exhibit 1.3 is a four page summary of the revenue requirement revisions 79 

being proposed in my testimony.  It should be noted that Mr. Effron and I have not, 80 

with available time and resources, been able to conduct a complete review of all 81 

aspects of the Company’s filing.  As a result, the limited adjustments we are 82 

proposing should be viewed as cumulative with the work and recommendations of 83 

Commission Staff and other parties’ witnesses. 84 

 85 

II. JURISDICTIONAL ALLOCATIONS. 86 

 87 

Q. How does ComEd allocate its costs for the determination of revenue 88 

requirements? 89 

A. There are two regulatory jurisdictions between which ComEd costs are allocated, a 90 

federal and an Illinois state jurisdiction.  Transmission service related costs are 91 

assigned or allocated in order to recognize regulation at the federal level by the 92 
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Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”).  The balance of ComEd costs 93 

are subject to regulation by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC”) and are 94 

treated as jurisdictional in determining the Delivery Service (“DS”) revenue 95 

requirement, except where certain types of cost, such as Energy Efficiency and 96 

Uncollectible expenses, are specifically assigned for separate recovery through 97 

other ICC-approved cost recovery mechanisms.   98 

Q. Were jurisdictional allocation methods disputed in any prior ComEd formula 99 

rate proceedings? 100 

A. Yes.  In Docket No. 11-0721, the methods used to jurisdictionally allocated certain 101 

General and Intangible (“G&I”) Plant in Service investments and the methods used 102 

to jurisdictionally allocate property taxes were disputed.  ComEd proposed adoption 103 

by the Illinois Commerce Commission of the jurisdictional allocation methods that 104 

ComEd employs in the determination of FERC-regulated formula transmission 105 

rates, so as to achieve alignment of such allocations across both jurisdictions.  The 106 

Commission rejected these proposals and required ComEd to continue to employ 107 

the jurisdictional allocation methods for G&I Plant in Service and for property tax 108 

expenses that have been historically utilized in Illinois.
2
  It is my understanding that 109 

the jurisdictional allocation issue disputed in Docket No. 11-0721 was among the 110 

issues addressed by the Commission in that Docket that are presently subject to an 111 

appeal. 112 

Q. Has ComEd calculated its inception and reconciliation revenue requirement 113 

values in this docket in conformance with the Commission’s Final Order in 114 

Docket No. 11-0721? 115 

                                                 
2
  Docket No. 11-0721 Final Order dated 5/29/12, pages 21-27 and 103-104. 
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A. Not entirely.  Mr. Fruehe’s direct testimony describes the allocation methods 116 

applied to G&I Plant costs, which methods are said to comport with the treatment 117 

previously ordered by the Commission.
3
  However, Mr. Fruehe also notes in his 118 

testimony that, “The manner in which the Commission has recently allocated most 119 

of ComEd’s G&I Plant costs is not, in my view, reasonable or supported by the 120 

data.”
4
  Mr. Fruehe also indicates a change in methodology within the “update” to 121 

the study used to allocate certain of the Company’s G&I investment costs. 122 

Q. For what reason has ComEd updated the Facilities Allocation Study that was 123 

prescribed as the basis for allocation of certain G&I Plant accounts in Docket 124 

No. 11-0721? 125 

A. The Company changed the 2009 Facilities Allocation Study because it was 126 

“outdated” according to Mr. Fruehe.  The Company’s new Facilities Allocation 127 

Study is contained in ComEd Ex. 3.15.  Mr. Fruehe states, “The updated study 128 

showed that 89.84% of ComEd owned facilities should be allocated to the Illinois 129 

jurisdictional delivery service function. The study also showed that 80.1% of 130 

ComEd’s leasehold improvements should be allocated to delivery services.”
5
 131 

Q. How do these updated delivery service percentage values compare to the DS 132 

percentages produced by the previous study used to allocate G&I costs? 133 

A. The DS allocation of Account 389 Land and Account 390 Structures and 134 

Improvements plant investment increases to 89.84 percent, compared to the 82.50 135 

                                                 
3
  ComEd Ex. 3.0, page 15, lines 322-337. 

4
  Id.  Lines 324-325.. 

5
  Id.  Lines 346-348. 
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percent allocation used in Docket No. 12-0321 for these accounts.
6
  These are 136 

significant changes that should be understood before they are implemented. 137 

Q. How does Mr. Fruehe explain his proposed significant increase in DS 138 

allocations of the G&I Plant investments in the Land and Structures & 139 

Improvements accounts resulting from his new study? 140 

A. Two explanations are offered by Mr. Fruehe at lines 353-368 of his direct 141 

testimony.  He first indicates that ComEd no longer is subleasing office space at 142 

Lincoln Center 2 to a third party and that this space is now being used primarily by 143 

personnel who perform administrative duties.”
7
  Then, Mr. Fruehe explains a 144 

change in study methodology, where, “After reviewing the data and comparing it to 145 

other costs that are administrative in nature, ComEd believed that allocating this 146 

space by using the W&S allocator was most appropriate, as other similar costs were 147 

allocated in the same manner.”
8
  This latter explanation appears to be another 148 

change proposed by ComEd in allocation method, beyond what was authorized by 149 

the Commission in Docket No. 11-0721for G&I Plant. 150 

Q. Does Mr. Fruehe continue to advocate application of the Wage and Salary 151 

(“W&S”) allocator to the G&I Plant accounts (other than Communications 152 

Equipment) consistent with the Company’s position that was rejected by the 153 

Commission in Docket No. 11-0721? 154 

A. Yes.   Mr. Fruehe states, “The updated Facilities Allocation Study and the W&S 155 

allocator both provide a reasonable representation of the underlying cost drivers. 156 

                                                 
6
  ComEd Ex. 3.18, Schedule FR B-2, lines 1 and 2, column (E), compared to the same Schedule FR 

B-2 cells in Docket No. 12-0321, ComEd Ex. 10.2. 
7
  The treatment of leased space impacts the jurisdictional allocation of Leasehold Improvements at 

ComEd WP-25, rather than the Land and Structures & Improvements that are set forth in Schedule 

FR B-2, lines 1 and 2.   
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However, given that ComEd’s transmission formula rate applies the W&S allocator, 157 

it would be more appropriate to use the W&S allocator, to ensure ComEd recovers 158 

its actual costs, no more and no less.”  This is the position previously rejected by 159 

the Commission that is on appeal from Docket No. 11-0721.  Mr. Fruehe repeats 160 

this proposal stating, “Moving forward, the W&S allocator should be used to 161 

allocate these costs. The Facilities Allocation Study performed by ComEd will 162 

likely vary from year-to-year as business conditions change, resulting in over or 163 

under recovery of these costs as it is very unlikely that it will be exactly equal to the 164 

W&S allocator. Applying a W&S allocator in both jurisdictions (transmission and 165 

delivery services) ensures that ComEd recovers its actual costs, no more, no less.”
9
 166 

Q. What do you recommend regarding the Company’s proposed revisions to the 167 

Facilities Study as described by Mr. Fruehe? 168 

A. I recommend that no changes be made to the study methodology, from what was 169 

employed in prior studies and approved by the Commission in Docket No. 11-0721.  170 

Mr. Fruehe should revise his “updated” Facilities Study to show the effect of 171 

continuing the study methods previously approved for ComEd and make 172 

corresponding revisions to the formula rate allocation factors used in ComEd Ex. 173 

3.18 absent any Commission approval of the methodology revisions he 174 

recommends. 175 

 176 

 177 

III. LATE PAYMENT CHARGE (FORFEITED DISCOUNT) REVENUE. 178 

                                                                                                                                                 
8
  ComEd Ex. 3.0, 17:358-365. 

9
  Id.  Lines 386-389 and 398-404. 
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Q. If the Commission decides to re-open jurisdictional allocation methodologies, 179 

relative to what was considered and approved in Docket No. 11-0721, do you 180 

recommend any other change to the allocation between jurisdictions that has 181 

been proposed by ComEd? 182 

A. Yes.  The Company has allocated $2.526 million of Forfeited Discount (also known 183 

as Late Payment Charge) revenues to its FERC Transmission jurisdiction, where 184 

such allocated amounts are being revenue credited in the determination of FERC 185 

formula transmission rates.
10

  There is no FERC requirement for this treatment of 186 

Late Payment Charge revenues.  All of these revenues are charged to retail DS 187 

customers pursuant to an ICC-approved tariff
11

 and such amounts should be treated 188 

as 100 percent DS jurisdictional.  While the Company has historically allocated a 189 

portion of these revenues to the FERC jurisdiction, if the allocation factors being 190 

used elsewhere to jurisdictionally allocate costs are being re-examined by the 191 

Commission at this time, I suggest ceasing the inappropriate allocation of Late 192 

Payment Revenues to the FERC jurisdiction.  The effect of this change would 193 

directly reduce the formula revenue requirement for 2012 by approximately $2.5 194 

million. 195 

Q. Does ComEd rely upon any specific FERC orders or other authority in 196 

assigning a portion of its Forfeited Discount revenues to the FERC 197 

jurisdiction? 198 

                                                 
10

  ComEd Ex. 3.02, page 90, WP 10, Line 7. 
11

  See ComEd tariff book at ILL. C.C. No. 10, 1
st
 Revised Sheet no. 207.  Current ComEd tariffs are 

available at:  https://www.comed.com/Documents/customer-service/rates-pricing/rates-

information/current/Ratebook.pdf.. 
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A. No.  More information regarding the historical treatment of these revenues is 199 

contained in the Company’s response to data request AG 2.06, which I have 200 

included in AG Exhibit 1.4. 201 

Q. Does Ameren Illinois Company (“AIC”) allocate or assign any of its Late 202 

Payment Charge revenues to its FERC transmission jurisdiction when its DS 203 

formula revenue requirement is determined? 204 

A. No.  The AIC formula rate calculations assign 100 percent of annual Late Payment 205 

Charge revenues as a reduction to the DS revenue requirement, with no attribution 206 

to the FERC jurisdiction of such revenues.
12

 207 

Q. Is there any reason why Late Payment Revenues should be treated any 208 

differently for ComEd than they are treated for AIC when DS formula 209 

revenue requirements are determined? 210 

A. No. 211 

Q. When ComEd recommended certain revisions to its jurisdictional allocation 212 

methods in Docket No. 11-0721, did you also then recommend 100 percent 213 

attribution of Late Payment Charge revenues to the DS jurisdiction? 214 

A. Yes.  My recommendation at that time was that the adverse impact of ComEd’s 215 

other proposed changes in jurisdictional allocations to the delivery service 216 

jurisdiction might be offset or mitigated by 100 percent allocation of Late Payment 217 

Charge revenues to the DS jurisdiction.  The Commission declined to adopt this 218 

adjustment, stating: 219 

AG/AARP does not state what the other existing allocation 220 

methods are that are the subject of their argument. Nor do they 221 

state why these other allocation methods should be offset with a 222 

                                                 
12

  See Docket No. 12-0001, Ameren Exhibit 1.3R, page 29, where 100 percent of the Line 1 FERC 

Account 450 Forfeited Discounts revenues of $11,085 are included in Electric Distribution revenue credits. 
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greater amount of customer late payment charges than the amount 223 

that ComEd asserts is not FERC-jurisdictional. This Commission 224 

further notes that, merely because there is not a cited FERC order 225 

or other FERC authority justifying this allocation does not mean 226 

that factually, ComEd’s 93% assignment of its late payment 227 

charges to the rates here is incorrect. While the Commission does 228 

not decide here that ComEd’s allocation regarding this item is 229 

correct, the Commission notes that its allocation here is over 90% 230 

to transmission rates, which is a very high number, and there is no 231 

evidence indicating that this allocation is factually incorrect. This 232 

proposal is therefore rejected.  (Final Order, page 73) 233 

 234 

 235 

Q. Do you believe that ComEd’s attribution of $2.5 million of Late Payment 236 

Charge revenues to the FERC jurisdiction is “factually incorrect”? 237 

A. Yes.  The relevant facts are that ComEd charges and collects these revenues 238 

pursuant to an ICC-approved tariff, the revenues are collected from Illinois retail 239 

customers who are purchasing DS service at ICC-regulated rates, the revenues are 240 

needed to offset the DS revenue requirements so as to compensate for the cash 241 

working capital cost of customers’ delayed remittances, there is no FERC order or 242 

regulation that ComEd has cited that requires any allocation of such revenues to the 243 

FERC jurisdiction, and the other similarly situated large electric utility providing 244 

both DS and FERC transmission services in Illinois allocates none of its Late 245 

Payment Charge revenues to its FERC jurisdictional business. 246 

Q. Have you prepared an adjustment calculation to quantify the revised allocation 247 

of Late Payment Revenues that should be approved if any changes to 248 

jurisdictional allocations, as advocated by ComEd, are considered in this 249 

Docket? 250 

A. Yes.  AG Exhibit 1.3 at page 1 displays the adjustment for 100 percent DS treatment 251 

of Late Payment Charge Revenues.  This change would have the effect of increasing 252 
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jurisdictional “Total Other Revenues” that appear at ComEd Ex. 3.18, Schedule FR 253 

A-1 at line 22, Schedule FR A-1 REC at line 22 and Schedule FR A-3 at line 14. 254 

Q. What is the second adjustment to Late Payment Charge revenues that appears 255 

at line 2 of AG Exhibit 1.3, page 1? 256 

A. The second change I propose is to reverse ComEd’s proposed exclusion of another 257 

$2.69 million of Late Payment Charge that the Company would attribute to its 258 

Purchase of Receivables With Combined Billing (“PORCB”) program.  None of the 259 

Company’s Late Payment revenues were attributed to the PORCB program in either 260 

Docket No. 11-0721 or Docket No. 12-0321 and I can find no support within the 261 

Rider PORCB for any attribution of Late Payment revenues to this program. 262 

Q. Has ComEd been able to show that any portion of its Late Payment Revenues 263 

have, in fact, been recognized in the reconciliation of Rider PORCB revenues 264 

and expenses? 265 

A. No.  In its response to data request AG 2.05(a), the Company provided a copy of 266 

Rider PORCB, indicating that this Rider “allows ComEd to recover the capital and 267 

O&M expenses incurred to provide for PORCB” and states, “ComEd will address 268 

PORCB revenue collected under the rider and the related forfeited discounts in the 269 

Rider PORCB reconciliation.”  Apparently, no such reconciliation has occurred to 270 

date that would enable the Company to demonstrate this accounting result. 271 

   As noted previously, the Rider PORCB terms and ratemaking formula 272 

within the tariff make no provision for “related forfeited discounts” and for this 273 

reason, and to ensure a full accounting for test year revenues, I am proposing full 274 

recognition of such revenues in determining ComEd DS formula rates unless and 275 
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until the Commission directs that such revenues be accounted for within PORCB 276 

reconciliation proceedings. 277 

Q. Has ComEd submitted any reports to the Commission summarizing the 278 

transactions occurring pursuant to Rider PORCB? 279 

A. Yes.  On March 25, 2013, the Company submitted, its Purchase of Receivables with 280 

Consolidated Billing – 2012 Annual Report in Docket No. 10-0138.  This Report 281 

summarizes the receivables purchased and related costs and revenue subject to 282 

Rider PORCB.  The reported revenue amounts include the POR $0.50 per bill 283 

charges to RESs and CB Adjustments billed as Retail Customer Assessments, but 284 

no Late Payment Charge or Forfeited Discount revenues are included in this Report.  285 

I have included a copy of ComEd’s response to data request AG 2.05, the Rider 286 

PORCB tariff and ComEd’s 2012 PORCB Annual Report within AG Exhibit 1.5.  287 

Accordingly, my adjustment to reflect full recognition of these revenues in the 288 

determination of ComEd’s DS formula rates is needed unless and until the 289 

Commission directs that such revenues be accounted for within PORCB 290 

reconciliation proceedings. 291 

 292 

IV. RECONCILIATION INTEREST RATE. 293 

Q. Can you explain the formula ratemaking reconciliation balance and how it is 294 

calculated? 295 

A. Pursuant to 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(d)(1), the Commission is required to compare the 296 

calculation of the prior calendar year revenue requirement, using actual recorded 297 

input data as reported on the Company’s FERC Form 1, to the corresponding 298 

previously approved revenue requirement for that same period.  The Company is 299 
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then required to either refund or surcharge this difference in revenue requirement to 300 

ratepayers, plus interest.   301 

Q. What interest rate is to be applied to the reconciliation balance, according to 302 

the laws governing the performance-based formula rate process? 303 

A. I am advised by AG counsel that Senate Bill 9 (Public Act 98-0015) now requires 304 

that, “Any over-collection or under-collection indicated by such reconciliation shall 305 

be reflected as a credit against, or recovered as an additional charge to, respectively, 306 

with interest calculated at a rate equal to the utility's weighted average cost of 307 

capital approved by the Commission for the prior rate year, the charges for the 308 

applicable rate year.”
13

  This represents a significant change from the short term 309 

debt-only interest rate that was approved for application to reconciliation balances 310 

in the Commission’s rate orders in Docket Nos. 11-0721 and 12-0321.
14

 311 

Q. What is ComEd’s “weighted average cost of capital” for purposes of 312 

determining the interest rate applicable to reconciliation balances? 313 

A. The Company’s asserted weighted average cost of capital is calculated at lines 17-314 

21 of ComEd Ex. 3.18, Schedule FR D-1.  This calculation combines the weighted 315 

costs of equity, long-term debt, short-term debt and credit facility costs, resulting in 316 

an overall Weighted Average Cost of Capital of 6.91 percent.
15

   317 

Q. Has ComEd correctly applied its weighted average cost of capital to the 318 

reconciliation balance within its filing? 319 

                                                 
13

  Public Act 098-0015; 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(d)(1). 
14

  See Final Order dated in Docket No. 12-0001 at page 188 and Final Order dated December 5, 

2012 in Docket No. 12-0293 at page 114. 
15

  Notably, at line 21 of Schedule FR D-1, ComEd captions its Weighted Average Cost of Capital as 

its “Pre-Tax Wtd Avg Cost of Capital (%).” 
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A. No.  The Company has calculated and applied a much higher annual interest rate of 320 

9.67 percent to its reconciliation balance.  This higher percentage rate can be 321 

observed at ComEd Ex. 3.18, Schedule FR D-1, line 25, with the caption, “Total 322 

Revenue Effect of Return.”  This 9.67 percent value is then carried forward to the 323 

reconciliation Schedule FR A-4 at line 2, where it is used to compute “Interest” in 324 

column (F) of that Schedule. 325 

Q. What adjustments are added to ComEd’s weighted average cost of capital to 326 

increase the 6.91 percent value to 9.67 percent? 327 

A. Schedule FR D-1 reveals calculations that first reduce the 6.91 percent value by 328 

1.22 percent on line 22 for what is called the “Tax Effect of Debt.”  Then, the 329 

resulting amount on line 23, that ComEd labels its, “After Tax Cost of Capital” of 330 

5.69 percent, is factored up by a “Gross Revenue Conversion Factor” on line 24.  331 

This series of calculations ultimately yields the Company’s proposed, “Total 332 

Revenue Effect of Return” of 9.67 percent. 333 

Q. What is the Company’s rationale for increasing the weighted average cost of 334 

capital for assumed income tax expenses? 335 

A. According to ComEd’s response to data request AG 4.05(b), “[a]s discussed in 336 

ComEd Ex. 3.0 REV at 68:146-69:1463, the revenue ComEd receives is subject to 337 

income tax.  If the gross revenue conversion factor is not applied to the after tax cost 338 

of capital, ComEd would not actually recover its allowed cost of capital on the 339 

reconciliation balance as provided for in Senate Bill 9 (“SB 9”).  This is the same 340 

principle that applies to the income tax gross-up that is applied to ComEd’s after tax 341 

return on rate base (See ComEd Ex. 3.18, Sch FR A-1, lines 17 and 18).” 342 
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Q. Is it necessary or appropriate to apply either of the income tax adjustments 343 

ComEd has added to its weighted average cost of capital on Schedule FR D-1 to 344 

determine an interest rate that is equal to the utility’s weighted average cost of 345 

capital to be applied to reconciliation balances? 346 

A. No.  An interest rate is just that, a percentage value to account for the time value of 347 

money.  If income tax effects or a “Total Revenue Effect of Return” were intended 348 

to be part of the reconciliation calculation, the revised statute could have stated this 349 

intent rather than simply referring to “interest calculated at a rate equal to the 350 

utility's weighted average cost of capital approved by the Commission.”    Adding 351 

an income tax expense factor-up in the manner proposed by ComEd overstates the 352 

required rate of interest and would charge ratepayers for assumed incremental 353 

income taxes on equity return amounts that is not prescribed within the revised 354 

statute nor reflective of expenses that ComEd would incur. 355 

Q. Will ComEd actually pay income taxes when it collects “interest” as part of the 356 

recovery of the reconciliation balances that are calculated on Schedule FR A-4? 357 

A. No.  If the Company incurs interest expense equal to its weighted average cost of 358 

capital when reconciliation balances are being financed, there would be no income 359 

tax expense incurred by ComEd because “interest” is income tax deductible.   The 360 

Company is free to actually finance any changes in the reconciliation balance using 361 

any form of capital it desires, including a mix of debt or equity.  SB 9 does not 362 

require consideration of the Company’s incurred actual incremental financing costs 363 

or incremental income taxes arising from specific financing decisions that may be 364 

made by the utility.  Instead, SB 9 specifies a rate of interest equal to the utility’s 365 
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weighted average cost of capital without regard to actual financing decisions made 366 

by the utility. 367 

Q. In contrast to the ComEd proposal, has Ameren Illinois Company proposed the 368 

same income tax factor-up of its weighted average rate of return be applied to 369 

that utility’s reconciliation balance in its formula rate filing in Docket No. 13-370 

0001? 371 

A. No.  Ameren proposes, in its formula rate calculations, to apply a “Monthly Interest 372 

Rate” of 0.6803% to its reconciliation balance, “Variance With Collar” amount, as 373 

calculated on Ameren Ex. 1.3R at Sch. FR A-4, lines 3 and 4.  This percentage 374 

represents 1/12 of the Company’s calculated Weighted Average Cost of Capital that 375 

is calculated at Sch. FR D-1 and that appears at line 29 in column D.  Thus, AIC is 376 

proposing that the revenue requirement difference arising from the EIMA 377 

reconciliation process, whether positive or negative, be allowed to earn the 378 

Company’s calculated overall cost of capital, as required in Senate Bill 9, with no 379 

income tax factor-up of the type proposed by ComEd.  I have included in AG 380 

Exhibit 1.6 copies of the referenced AIC Schedules from Ameren Ex. 1.3R that are 381 

on file in ICC Docket No. 13-0301. 382 

Q. What interest rate should be applied to ComEd’s reconciliation balances at 383 

ComEd Exhibit 3.18, Schedule FR A-4? 384 

A. The Company’s weighted average cost of capital, as approved by the Commission, 385 

is prescribed for application to the reconciliation balance without revision for 386 

income taxes.  Unless adjustments are made to the Company’s calculations in 387 

Schedule FR D-1, ratepayers will pay excessive interest for alleged income tax 388 

expense effects that the Company is not incurring.  The appropriate interest rate 389 
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pursuant to SB 9 is the 6.91 percent weighted average cost of capital set forth at line 390 

21 of ComEd Exhibit 3.18, Schedule FR D-1. 391 

 392 

V. RECONCILIATION DEFERRED TAXES.  393 

 394 

Q. Aside from the interest rate issue you just described, is there another 395 

substantive issue where you disagree with the Company’s calculations of the 396 

reconciliation amount to be returned to customers? 397 

A. Yes.  The Commission should also consider whether the reconciliation balance, to 398 

which the interest rate is applied, must be adjusted to recognize the Company’s 399 

actual incremental investment in such balances.  The incremental actual invested 400 

capital associated with reconciliation over- or under-recoveries is impacted by 401 

income tax that is applicable to cash revenues whenever they are collected by the 402 

utility without any offsetting deductible expense amounts.  If the recovery of 403 

reconciliation surcharge revenue is delayed, the payment of related income taxes is 404 

also delayed.  The Company is required to record deferred income tax expense 405 

because it is able to defer the payment of income taxes while it is awaiting recovery 406 

of reconciliation balances. 407 

Q. Does the deferral of income tax expense have the effect of reducing the amount 408 

of capital investment ComEd must make in support of the reconciliation 409 

revenue requirement that has not yet been recovered? 410 

A. Yes.  In ComEd’s case, when revenues are under-recovered and reconciliation 411 

balances are to be collected from ratepayers, the Company records the incremental 412 

deferred income tax liability associated with the regulatory asset that reflects 413 
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amounts owed by and recoverable from ratepayers. These deferred income tax 414 

liabilities reduce the incremental capital ComEd actually has invested in the 415 

reconciliation balance, because the reconciliation revenues recorded but not 416 

recovered in providing service are not currently recognized for income tax purposes.  417 

Given the lower after-tax investment required from investors because of these 418 

income deferral benefits, the amount of interest properly applied to the 419 

reconciliation balance should be reduced accordingly.  Whether the reconciliation 420 

balance is positive or negative, the Commission should reduce the reconciliation 421 

balance that earns interest so that interest applies only to the net-of-tax incremental 422 

capital investment driven by such over or under-recovery of revenues. 423 

Q. Was this concern regarding the reconciliation balance that is allowed to earn 424 

interest previously presented and considered by the Commission? 425 

A. Yes.  However, the Commission responded with concerns about the completeness of 426 

the record, and did not make a definitive ruling.  In ComEd Docket No. 11-0721, 427 

the need for this further adjustment to the reconciliation balance for deferred income 428 

tax effects was presented, but the Commission found that, “ComEd contends that 429 

this recommendation does not provide ComEd with cash.  AG/AARP provide little 430 

information establishing this procedure is within generally accepted accounting 431 

procedures, or that it would be of benefit to ComEd or to ratepayers.”
16

  With 432 

respect to AIC Docket Nos. 12-0001 and 12-0293, while the issue was again 433 

presented in my testimonies, there was no discussion of the net-of-tax concern 434 

within the Commission’s Final Orders. 435 

                                                 
16

  Docket No. 11-0721 Final Order, page 167. 
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Q. Are there deferred income tax effects directly attributable to the reconciliation 436 

balance? 437 

A. Yes.  The reconciliation balance is a regulatory asset (or liability) representing the 438 

utility’s right to receive (or obligation to return) revenues in the future.  Changes in 439 

the regulatory asset/liability balance are not subject to current income taxes, but the 440 

utility must recognize deferred income tax balances associated with such changes 441 

because of the known impact upon future taxable income when reconciliation 442 

balances are realized in cash utility rate levels.  Application of interest to only the 443 

net of income tax balance associated with such deferrals would be consistent with 444 

the economic reality that income tax deferrals are realized whenever a utility 445 

experiences a delay in the recovery of taxable revenues that would serve to reduce 446 

the overall interest burden upon ratepayers by about 40 percent.   447 

Q. Can the deferred income tax liabilities associated with ComEd’s reconciliation 448 

balance be observed on the Company’s books in 2012? 449 

A. Yes.  ComEd Ex. 3.02, page 26 is part of the Company’s WP 4, which provides a 450 

detailed breakdown of 2012 year-end Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes 451 

(“ADIT”) for each book/tax timing difference.  At line 95 of WP 4, ComEd has 452 

recorded an ADIT liability captioned “Regulatory (Asset)/Liab: Distribution 453 

Formula Rate” in the amount of $34.077 million for federal income taxes and 454 

$10.22 million for state income taxes.  This combined $44.297 million liability for 455 

the expected delayed payment of income taxes on the Company’s books is 456 

associated with the reconciliation balance that was recorded by ComEd at year-end 457 

2012 as a regulatory asset, representing the corresponding delayed recoverability of 458 

reconciliation revenues from customers. 459 
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Q. Are the reconciliation-related ADIT balances on ComEd’s books recorded in 460 

compliance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”)? 461 

A. Yes.  Full and complete accounting for income tax expenses must recognize that 462 

filing tax returns and paying income taxes will impact expenses payable in more 463 

than one accounting period.  The relevant GAAP requirements are stated within 464 

Accounting Standards Codification 740 (“ASC 740”).  Under ASC 740, there are 465 

two primary objectives related to accounting for income taxes:  466 

 a.  To recognize the amount of taxes payable or refundable for the 467 

current year, and  468 

 b.  To recognize deferred tax liabilities and assets for the future tax 469 

consequences of events that have been recognized in an entity's financial 470 

statements or tax returns. 471 

 Recorded ADIT amounts arise from part (b) of this standard, where recognition is 472 

given on the books to the future tax consequences of transactions that are treated 473 

differently in financial statements than on tax returns.  Deferred tax expense (or 474 

benefit) is the change during the year in an entity’s deferred tax liabilities and 475 

assets.
17

  GAAP requires that deferred taxes be determined using the following 476 

procedures: 477 

 a.  Identify the types and amounts of existing temporary differences and 478 

the nature and amount of each type of operating loss and tax credit 479 

carryforward period. 480 

 b. Measure the total deferred tax liability for taxable temporary 481 

differences using the applicable tax rate. 482 

                                                 
17

  ASC 740-10-30-4. 
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 c. Measure the total deferred tax asset for deductible temporary 483 

differences and operating loss carryforwards using the applicable tax 484 

rates. 485 

 d. Measure deferred tax assets for each type of tax credit carryforward. 486 

 e. Reduce deferred tax assets by a valuation allowance if, based on the 487 

weight of available evidence, it is more likely than not (a likelihood of 488 

more than 50 percent) that some portion or all of the deferred tax assets 489 

will not be realized. 
18

  490 

 The delayed collection of reconciliation revenues under formula ratemaking creates 491 

a “taxable temporary difference” under step (b) in this listing.  This occurs because 492 

reconciliation revenues are recorded as per book revenues in the year earned (either 493 

as excess or deficiency revenues) while such revenues will not become income 494 

taxable until the year they are approved by the Commission and charged or credited 495 

to ratepayers. 496 

Q. Does ComEd agree that deferred income taxes must be recorded on its books in 497 

accordance with GAAP Accounting Standards Codification 740? 498 

A. Yes.  I have included a copy of ComEd’s response to AG 4.03, as AG Exhibit 1.7, 499 

where such agreement is indicated by the Company. 500 

Q. Has ComEd proposed to include in rate base the ADIT credit balances 501 

reflected on its books at December 31, 2012 that are associated with the 502 

Distribution Formula Rate reconciliation regulatory asset at that date? 503 

A. No.  Even though these ADIT tax deferrals arise entirely from the delivery service 504 

formula ratemaking process, ComEd’s WP 4 treats them as “Non DST” and 505 

                                                 
18

  ASC 740-10-30-5 
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includes zero percent of this $44.3 million ADIT balance in rate base.  Apparently, 506 

the Company seeks to retain all of the income tax deferral benefit arising from 507 

formula ratemaking for the sole benefit of shareholders. 508 

Q. Why do we care about ADIT balances in determining utility rates?  509 

A Utilities are capital intensive businesses that invest continuously in newly 510 

constructed or acquired assets.  These large annual capital investments generate 511 

persistently large income tax deductions for bonus/accelerated depreciation and 512 

other tax deductions and credits that must be normalized by recording ADIT under 513 

the aforementioned GAAP rules.  The requirement for normalization accounting 514 

denies ratepayers any immediate flow-through benefit from such tax deductions 515 

because deferred income tax expense accruals are included as part of total income 516 

tax expense in the revenue requirement.  From a ratemaking perspective, a utility’s 517 

persistently large credit ADIT balance caused by the deferred payment of recorded 518 

tax expenses represents a significant source of capital to the utility.  ADIT balances 519 

represent a form of zero-cost capital to the utility created by the income tax savings 520 

permitted under tax laws and regulations that are not immediately “flowed through” 521 

to ratepayers.  Regulators typically reduce rate base by the ADIT balances, so as to 522 

properly quantify the net amount of investor-supplied capital to support rate base 523 

assets. The ICC routinely recognizes ADIT balances as rate base reductions in 524 

electric delivery service and other rate proceedings. 525 

Q. Should ComEd’s recorded $44.3 million credit ADIT balance for the formula 526 

ratemaking reconciliation regulatory asset be included in rate base? 527 

A. Yes, this amount is clearly associated 100 percent with delivery service ratemaking 528 

at a single point in time, December 31, 2012.  However, because the deferred taxes 529 
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associated with formula rate reconciliation balances are more dynamic and the 530 

template used to calculate reconciliation balances is formulistic, a much more 531 

precise accounting for reconciliation interest can be achieved by simply restating the 532 

monthly reconciliation balances on Schedule FR A-4  to which the interest rate is 533 

applied to a net-of-tax equivalent.  This more precise accounting assures that 534 

interest on the reconciliation balance is only applied to the monthly amount of net 535 

investor supplied capital arising from the delayed recovery or return of 536 

reconciliation revenues. 537 

Q. Is there a valid concern that deferred income taxes associated with the 538 

reconciliation balance do not provide any incremental cash for the utility? 539 

A. No.  Changes in ADIT provide incremental cash flows to utilities through the 540 

change in timing of the payment of cash income taxes associated with such tax 541 

deferrals.  Even when utilities are in a Net Operating Loss (“NOL”) carryforward 542 

position, which is currently true for ComEd, the size of the NOL in each tax year is 543 

directly impacted by changes in the reconciliation balance regulatory asset, and the 544 

resulting NOL deferred tax asset is included in rate base to directly impact utility 545 

rates.
19

 546 

Q. What changes to ComEd Ex. 3.18, Sch. FR A-4, the formula rate spreadsheet 547 

template “Reconciliation Computation,” are required in order to apply your 548 

recommendations?  549 

                                                 
19

  The Company’s NOL deferred tax asset is included in rate base at ComEd Ex. 3.02, page 23, WP 

4, line 20 captioned “Federal NOL DTA” where it is allocated 78.24% to DST and increases rate 

base by approximately $25 million.  ComEd agrees (after objection) that the size of its recorded 

NOL deferred tax asset is directly related to the size of the reconciliation regulatory asset in its 

response to AG 4.03, part (e).  See AG Exhibit 1.7. 
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A. First, the “Variance With Collar” appearing at line 1e should be reduced, on new 550 

line 1f,  by the related incremental deferred income taxes applying the Company’s 551 

41.175% composite effective “Income Tax Rate”, which is derived on Sch. FR C-4, 552 

at line 4.  The resulting “Net of Income Tax Variance” appears on new line 1g of 553 

Sch. FR A-4.  Then, I would change the caption to “Weighted Average Cost of 554 

Capital” on line 2, in place of ComEd’s proposed “Total Revenue Effect of Return.” 555 

This is the proper percentage interest rate to be applied to the “Net of Income Tax 556 

Variance” on line 1g.  Lines 3 through 16 or Schedule FR A-4 are then modified to 557 

show 1/12 of the Net Variance in each month, so as to allow the calculation of 558 

Interest in column (F) to be driven by the Net Variance amounts.  The remaining 559 

lines 17 through 28 are unchanged, so as to permit the accrual of additional interest 560 

to the declining Net Variance balance from  line 16 during the subsequent 12-month 561 

recovery period.
20

  A new line 31 is then inserted to remove the Deferred Income 562 

Tax offset, so as to provide for full recovery of the reconciliation balance with 563 

pretax revenues. 564 

Q. Will the computation of interest on the reconciliation balance net of the related 565 

deferred income taxes benefit ComEd’s ratepayers? 566 

A. Yes.  ComEd Exhibit 3.18 at Sch FR A-4 shows that the Company has calculated a 567 

$144.9 million positive “Variance With Collar” amount to be collected from 568 

ratepayers, before any interest is added.  The net of tax adjustment to this variance 569 

that I propose would appropriately reduce the amounts to be surcharged to 570 

customers in this proceeding.  The combined effect of applying interest to the net of 571 

                                                 
20

  A more complex calculation could be adopted for the recovery year X+2 to recognize the 

declining balance of ADIT as regulatory asset balances are being amortized and recovered.  In the interest 

of conservatism and administrative simplicity, this portion of the template was not revised. 
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tax investment in under-recovered revenues and using the required overall rate of 572 

return will reduce ComEd’s proposed charge of $181.1 million at line 31 of 573 

Schedule FR A-4 to approximately $163.9 million.  Page 2 of AG Exhibit 1.3, 574 

contains an illustrative copy of ComEd’s Schedule FR A-4, revised as described 575 

herein, to apply interest at the Company’s overall rate of return to the net of income 576 

tax reconciliation balance in each period.
21

   577 

Q. If the Commission declines to adopt your proposed modifications of Schedule 578 

FR A-4 to apply interest to ComEd’s net of tax reconciliation balance, as an 579 

alternative, should the recorded $44.3 million of credit ADIT balances 580 

associated with the reconciliation regulatory asset be treated as 100 percent DS 581 

jurisdictional and added to the ADIT balance that is used to reduce ComEd 582 

rate base at ComEd Ex. 3.18, Schedule FR  B-1, line 17? 583 

A. Yes.  This alternative treatment would at least acknowledge the existence of these 584 

ADIT balances which clearly relate only to the delivery service business.  However, 585 

the modification to interest calculations is the more appropriate adjustment for such 586 

amounts. 587 

 588 

VI. INCOME TAX EXPENSES. 589 

    590 

Q. Please describe the adjustment appearing at page 3 of AG Exhibit 1.3. 591 

A. This adjustment removes certain income tax and operating expenses associated with 592 

the Exelon Employee Stock Purchase Plan (“ESPP”).   Most of this adjustment 593 

involves several unusual entries that appear within ComEd’s calculation of income 594 

                                                 
21

  No other adjustments proposed by the AG or other parties have been included in the illustrative 
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tax expenses for the 2012 year.  Specifically, ComEd Ex. 3.02 at page 87 contains 595 

several line items for “Employee – Disposal of Stock” at line 3, “Disposition of 596 

Stock – Return to Accrual” at line 16 and “Disposition of Stock – IRS QAR 597 

Adjustment” at line 17 that cumulatively increase income tax expenses by $1.185 598 

million.
22

   599 

   ComEd responses to Attorney General data requests have revealed that the 600 

income tax impacts associated with employee participation in the ESPP are not 601 

reasonably included in the deliver service revenue requirement, as more fully 602 

explained below.  Details regarding the income tax treatment of the ESPP are set 603 

forth in response to data requests AG 2.09, parts (b),(j) and (k) and in AG 4.01.  I 604 

have included copies of these documents within AG Exhibit 1.8. 605 

Q. What is the stated purpose of the ESPP? 606 

A. According to the Employee Stock Purchase Plan Prospectus, “The purpose of the 607 

ESPP is to provide an added incentive for eligible employees of the Company and 608 

its participating subsidiaries (the “Participating Companies”) to promote Exelon’s 609 

best interests by permitting them to purchase shares of Exelon Corporation common 610 

stock, no par value (“Common Stock”), at below-market prices through payroll 611 

deduction.”
23

  The purchases of Exelon stock by employees through the ESPP can 612 

be made at a discount from market value according to a formula that specifies, “The 613 

purchase price per share for any purchase period is equal to 90% of the lesser of the 614 

closing price on the New York Stock Exchange of a share of Common Stock on the 615 

                                                                                                                                                 
Schedule FR A-4.  All amounts would require recalculation to reflect Commission-ordered 

adjustments. 
22

  These increases to income tax expense from ComEd WP 9 roll forward into ComEd Ex. 3.18, App 

9 at lines 3 and 11 and then into Schedule FR C-4 at lines 10 and 11, where they are factored up 

by 1.70 to quantify the revenue requirement impact of these income tax expense adjustments. 
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first day of the purchase period or the last day of the purchase period on which the 616 

Exchange is open.”
24

  This discounted stock price arrangement causes ComEd to 617 

incur and record a discount expense that has been i ncluded within the Company’s 618 

2012 Administrative and General (“A&G”) expenses, as well as certain income tax 619 

expenses arising from the tax treatment of ESPP Exelon stock transactions. 620 

Q. Why should the 2012 income tax and A&G expense impacts of the ESPP not be 621 

borne by ratepayers? 622 

A. First, the Commission ruled in Docket No. 11-0721 that stock-based incentive 623 

compensation arrangements should generally not be included in ComEd’s revenue 624 

requirement.   625 

While ComEd claims that this program is not an incentive 626 

compensation program, in its last rate case, Docket 10-0467, this very 627 

same program was found to be an incentive compensation program. As 628 

many parties have pointed out, in that docket, the Commission found that 629 

“incentivizing management” is not a sufficient argument to warrant 630 

inclusion of the cost of this program in ComEd’s revenue requirement. 631 

(Docket 10-0467, Final Order of May 24, 2011, at 102; See also, 632 

Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Ill. Commerce Comm., 398 Ill. App 3d 510, 633 

518, 924 N.E.2d 1065 (2nd Dist. 2010), finding that ComEd’s argument 634 

that its “Earnings-per-Share” program attracts good employees and raises 635 

the level of service that customers receive was too remote to consider). In 636 

fact, ComEd merely re-categorized the same program that the Commission 637 

disallowed in its last two rate cases with no explanation or facts 638 

establishing a different circumstance.  639 

Because ComEd proffered no evidence indicating that this program 640 

is not the same program that was reviewed in its last rate case as an 641 

incentive compensation program, the Commission concludes that it is an 642 

incentive compensation program. Therefore, it is subject to Section 16-643 

108.5 of the Act, which provides in pertinent part that:  644 

[R]ecovery of incentive compensation expense that is based on the 645 

achievement of operational metrics, including metrics related to budget 646 

controls, outage duration and frequency, safety, customer service, 647 

efficiency and productivity, and environmental compliance. Incentive 648 

compensation that is based on net income or an affiliate’s earnings per 649 

share shall not be recoverable under the performance-based formula rate.  650 

                                                                                                                                                 
23

  ComEd Response to AG 4.01, Attachment 1, page 1. 
24

  Id.  page 4. 
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(220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c)(4)(A)). There are no facts indicating that this 651 

program meets the statutory criteria enunciated above for inclusion of this 652 

program in rates. This program shall not be included in rates.
25

 653 

 654 

 ComEd’s ESPP is also a stock-based compensation arrangement, where the 655 

value of benefits received by employees is directly tied to the earnings and 656 

financial performance of Exelon, as reflected in stock prices, rather than 657 

achievement of the statutory criteria referenced by the Commission in its 658 

Order. 659 

   Second, while ComEd states its belief that the ESPP is not an 660 

incentive compensation plan in responding to AG 4.01(b), the income tax 661 

expense impacts arising from this plan are directly related to the “intrinsic 662 

value” of Exelon’s stock, compared to the “cash received from the sale of 663 

stock to employees under the plan.”
26

  Charging ratepayers for income taxes 664 

arising from changes in the value of Exelon stock is clearly inconsistent 665 

with the intent of the referenced statutory criteria and such income tax 666 

expenses should be treated as non-jurisdictional, below-the-line costs. 667 

   Finally, the largest single element of the Company’s proposed 668 

ESPP-related income tax adjustment at line 17 of WP 9 is a, “one-time 669 

adjustment representing the portion of the IRS qualified amended return 670 

(“QAR”) adjustment provided to the auditor for the Internal Revenue 671 

Service for the period 2006-2010 that is related to the employee disposition 672 

of stock…” as more fully described in the Company’s response to AG 673 

2.09(k).  These prior period adjustments to income taxes are clearly unusual 674 

                                                 
25

  Docket No. 11-0721, Final Order dated 5/29/12, page 83. 
26

  See AG Exhibit 1.8, ComEd’s response to AG 2.09, part b. 
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and non-recurring and do not belong within the determination of formula 675 

rates in 2012. 676 

Q. Has ComEd excluded the costs of other stock-based employee 677 

compensation arrangements, in deference to the Commission’s prior 678 

rate order? 679 

A. Yes.  ComEd Ex. 3.07 at page 2 sets forth ComEd adjustments for the 100 680 

percent Removal of Long Term Incentive Compensation for ComEd Stock 681 

Option Awards and for Restricted Stock Unit (“RSU”) awards made to VPs 682 

and Key Managers.   The new LTPSA plan is 50 percent removed by 683 

ComEd’s adjustment, as more fully discussed in the next section of my 684 

testimony. 685 

Q. Your adjustment at AG Exhibit 1.3, page 3 also includes an amount for 686 

Administrative and General Expenses.  Should these expenses also be 687 

excluded in the determination of the Company’s formula rates? 688 

A. Yes.  For the reasons stated above and in the Commission’s Docket No. 11-689 

0721 Order, the costs of employee benefit plans that reward earnings and 690 

financial results and not the other statutory criteria should be excluded.  691 

However, if the Commission concludes that the ESPP is not an incentive 692 

compensation plan and that the Plan expenses are reasonable and can be 693 

recovered in rates, only the A&G expenses should be recoverable.  The 694 

other income tax expense impacts that are driven by Exelon stock price 695 

valuations should not be included within the determination of formula rates, 696 

particularly where such costs arise from QAR tax return amendments for 697 

multiple prior years in connection with IRS audits. 698 
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 699 

VII.   INCENTIVE COMPENSATION EXPENSES. 700 

 701 

Q. What is the purpose of the adjustment you proposed at AG Exhibit 1.3, page 702 

4? 703 

A. This adjustment is to exclude all of the test year expenses incurred by ComEd in 704 

connection with its new Long-Term Performance Share Award Program 705 

(“LTPSAP”) as described in Mr. Fruehe’s and Mr. Trpik’s direct testimonies.
27

  The 706 

Company has proposed rate recovery for 50 percent of its recorded 2012 LTPSAP 707 

expenses, while the adjustment I propose would exclude all of such expenses.   708 

Q. Why is Mr. Trpik’s 50 percent disallowance of LTPSAP expenses not 709 

reasonable? 710 

A. All of ComEd 2012 expenses for the LTPSAP should be excluded because this Plan 711 

fails to meet the provisions within Section 16-108.5(c)(4)(A) of the Act that 712 

conditions recovery of incentive compensation expense in a formula rate upon 713 

evidence that the compensation is based on “the achievement of operational 714 

metrics, including metrics related to budget controls, outage duration and 715 

frequency, safety, customer service, efficiency and productivity, and environmental 716 

compliance.”  The LTPSAP fails these criteria because it does not directly tie 717 

payouts to ComEd-specific goals in these allowable areas. 718 

Q. Who is eligible for participation in LTPSAP? 719 

A. Eligibility is limited to executives approved for participation by the Compensation 720 

Committee of the Exelon Board of Directors.   721 

                                                 
27

  ComEd Ex. 3.0, pages 41-43 and ComEd Ex. 4.0, pages 30-34. 
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Q. Does the LTPSAP directly tie any portion of awards under the Plan to specific 722 

operational performance of ComEd, rather than overall Exelon performance? 723 

A. No.  According to ComEd Ex. 3.07, at pages 9 through 11, the LTPSAP is a largely 724 

discretionary Plan for which the Exelon Compensation Committee will: 725 

 Determine the long-term incentive target opportunity for each executive based 726 

upon benchmarking of total compensation to external markets for each position of 727 

similar scope and responsibility. 728 

 729 

 Award LTPSAP compensation upon the Committee’s assessment of Exelon’s 730 

performance in six goal areas, only one of which is Operational Excellence. Even 731 

this goal blends together the performance of multiple Exelon entities. 732 

 733 

 Total Shareholder Return (“TSR”) will be considered by the Committee as a 734 

qualitative factor to be taken into account in the overall payout decision. 735 

 736 

 Each year, Exelon’s annual performance is reviewed and a pool of available 737 

Performance Shares for the year is determined based on a sum of all participants’ 738 

target opportunities and the performance level assessed by the Committee. 739 

 740 

 The payout range spread for individual awards is 75% to 125% of target 741 

opportunity, or zero, as determined by the Committee. 742 

 743 

 The Committee retains flexibility to selectively approve an individual 744 

performance multiplier to recognize outstanding performance. 745 

 746 

 The Committee reserves the right to reduce or terminate 2012 Performance Share 747 

awards to address corporate, business unit or individual performance. 748 

 749 

 750 

 There is no provision of this Plan that would directly tie the expense incurred by 751 

ComEd for LTPSAP to measures of performance that are limited to ComEd 752 

operational issues.  Instead, the performance metrics are defined for the combined 753 

Exelon business units, with overall payouts tempered by Total Shareholder Return. 754 

Q. Has Mr. Trpik explained or documented any direct linkage of LTPSAP 755 

expenses to operational performance at ComEd? 756 
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A. No.  He states that, “Awards under LTPSAP are based on performance by ComEd 757 

and the other businesses in the Exelon corporate family in six areas that support 758 

long-term growth and value…”
28

  There is no direct linkage to ComEd performance 759 

in isolation.  Instead, the Plan is subject to Exelon overall performance measures, 760 

with no specification of how Exelon’s Compensation Committee may choose to 761 

weight the performance measures for any or all of the Exelon entities.  This fact is 762 

admitted in the Company’s response to Staff data request RWB 3.04 where ComEd 763 

states, “The LTPSAP target awards are contingent upon the Compensation 764 

Committee of the Board of Directors (the “Committee”) qualitative assessment of 765 

Exelon’s performance in the six (6) listed goal areas that support the long-term 766 

growth and value of the Company, outlined in ComEd Ex. 3.07, Page 9 of 16.”  767 

Additionally, in response to Staff data request RWB 10.04, ComEd states, “There 768 

are no direct payout percentages associated to each goal.”  769 

Q. Was operational performance at ComEd in 2012 a significant driver of 770 

LTPSAP expenses that were incurred? 771 

A. Apparently not.  The Company’s Confidential and Proprietary Attachment to the 772 

response to RWB 10.04 does not provide a translation of performance measures 773 

into payout amounts, but shows that discrete performance cycle targets and results 774 

at ComEd appear to be assigned only modest weight in determining payouts, and 775 

then only after such results are combined with other Exelon business units’ results.  776 

AG Exhibit 1.9 contains a complete copy of this response and the related 777 

confidential attachment.  778 
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  ComEd Ex. 4.0, page 31, line 650. 
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Q. At ComEd Ex. 3.07, page 10, the Exelon Compensation Committee is directed 779 

to consider Total Shareholder Return comparison data as a qualitative factor 780 

to be taken into account in the overall LTPSAP payout decision.  Does this 781 

provision cause the LTPSAP to be properly viewed as tied to parent company 782 

profitability and earnings per share, rather than ComEd’s operational 783 

peformance? 784 

A. Yes.  Exelon Total Shareholder Return (“TSR”) must be considered by the 785 

Committee in determining overall payouts under the LTPSAP.  This provision tends 786 

to subordinate operational performance within ComEd and the other Exelon 787 

businesses to the overall earnings and shareholder returns of the consolidated 788 

Exelon entity.  For all of these reasons, my adjustment to remove all of ComEd 789 

2012 LTPSAP expenses in the calculation of customer rates should be adopted.  790 

 791 

VIII.   CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION. 792 

 793 

Q. What is your recommendation regarding the initial revenue requirement to be 794 

determined for Ameren in this Docket? 795 

A. I recommend that ComEd’s delivery service revenue requirement be adjusted to 796 

reflect the recommended changes described in my testimony.  This amount should 797 

be further modified for any Commission-approved ratemaking adjustments 798 

proposed by the Staff and other parties, that are not addressed in my or Mr. Effron’s 799 

Direct Testimony. 800 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony at this time? 801 

A. Yes.  802 


